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Internet
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Significant and diverse impacts for many decades
Internet has been “invented” before you were born
It keeps transforming everything
Societal
•Open *
•Connected *

Governance
•Collaboration
•Borderless

Interne
t
Culture
•Education
•Entertainment

Sci & Tech
•Teamwork
•Deliveries

Societal impact of the Internet
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¨

Open *
¤

¨

[students: nominate some examples]

Connected *
¤

[students: nominate some examples]

Impact to Governance
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¨

Collaboration
¤

¨

Monetary cost of group collaboration: effectively zero

Borderless
No national border
¤ Cultural border is becoming more evident
¤

n

¨

Embrace diversity and get over it!

Participation
Solicit great ideas from anywhere in the world
¤ If you don’t participate, you’ll be ditched into the past
¤

Impact to Science and Technology
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¨

Teamwork is norm
¤

¨

Mode of delivery has diversified
¤

¨

Solo researcher? Are you serious?

Paper, open data, open source, video, cloud…

Democratization of innovation
Free tools, knowledge, collaboration…
¤ Upfront cost can be zero
Proof: most TED videos J
¤

Cultural impacts
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¨

Education
Diversity, openness, connectedness, participation
has already transformed education
¤ Further transformation in progress
¤

¨

Entertainment
Fashion tech (gadgets) ← your perception of IT
¤ Social ← perhaps you’re trapped here
¤ Arts
¤
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Q&A
What’s missing in previous slides?
What puzzles you?

Internet is…
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Internet is a network of networks.
Internet is driven by open standards.
Internet is technology.
Internet is a design principle.
Internet is open, always-on networks.
Internet is borderless, collaborative networks.
Internet is a global teamwork.
Internet is a culture.
Internet is transforming things in an Internet way.

Internet is…
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¨

Ongoing battles
¤
¤

¨

against any attempts for “ownership”
against breaking it

Ongoing evolutions
¤

The next Internet will be the Internet. (the next car will be a car).

¨

Ongoing balancing act to “remain neutral”

¨

Continuing investment into our future

¨

Platform for innovation

Why study the Internet technology?
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It’s a true technological marvel
¤

¨

It’s invisible
¤
¤

¨

The average person won’t even understand it is there
You (as IT Professional) should be aware

It’s reproducible
¤

¨

Global teamwork; evolving and scaling; simple design

Documents and tools are available for free

It’s a global social infrastructure
¤

It is, and should be, available wherever you go
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Why study Internet?
from technical perspective
¨

Biggest distributed system on earth
¤

learn from working systems
n

¤

good, open architecture
n
n

¤

every step is documented in RFC document series

development goes on
n

¨

documented, running, analyzed
reference implementation – a working proof

stepwise development
n

¤

especially if you are building distributed systems

for diverse applications and services

Everybody’s asset, your research platform
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Why study Internet?
from social perspective
¨

Open process of innovation and standardization
¤
¤
¤

¨

Standard body and supporting organizations
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤

¨

individual contributions and group contributions
rough consensus
contrary to government-led ISO and ITU

IETF: Internet Engineering Task Force
IESG: Internet Engineering Steering Group
IAB: Internet Architecture Board
ICANN: Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
ISOC: Internet Society

Internet-style activities elsewhere
¤

World-wide web consortium (W3C)

Let’s examine ICANN
infographic here
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Q&A
What’s not Internet?
What about …?

Internet Today
The Internet is 30 years old on March of 2019

30 years on, what's next #ForTheWeb30?

The time of changing the Web has finally come

-- Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the World Wide Web

the web has created opportunity, given marginalised groups a voice, and made our daily lives easier, it has also
created opportunity for scammers, given a voice to those who spread hatred, and made all kinds of crime easier to
commit.
...If we give up on building a better web now, then the web will not have failed us. We will have failed the web.

source: https://webfoundation.org/2019/03/web-birthday-30/
(voice: https://soundcloud.com/user-925359775-464012623/tim-berners-lee-30-years-on-whats-next-fortheweb)

Solid : One Small Step for the Web…

Solid changes the current model where users have to hand over personal data
to digital giants in exchange for perceived value.
-- Inrupt, Inc, which is author of Solid
source: https://inrupt.com/blog/one-small-step-for-the-web

A Contract for the Web
The Contract for the Web is an effort to bring governments, companies, civil society and
web users together to build a roadmap for how we build a web that serves humanity and
is a public good for everyone, everywhere.

The challenges facing the web today are daunting and affect us in all our lives, not just
when we are online. But if we work together and each of us takes responsibility for our
actions, we can protect a web that truly is for everyone.

-- Contract for the Web
source: https://contractfortheweb.org/

A Contract for the Web
Governments will
● Ensure everyone can connect to the internet

●
●
●
●
●

So that anyone, no matter who they are or where they live, can participate actively online.

Keep all of the internet available, all of the time
So that no one is denied their right to full internet access.

Respect people’s fundamental right to privacy
So everyone can use the internet freely, safely and without fear.

Companies will
● Make the internet affordable and accessible to everyone

●
●
●
●
●

So that no one is excluded from using and shaping the web.

Respect consumers’ privacy and personal data
So people are in control of their lives online.

Develop technologies that support the best in humanity and challenge the worst
So the web really is a public good that puts people first.

Citizens will
● Be creators and collaborators on the web

●
●
●
●
●

So the web has rich and relevant content for everyone.

Build strong communities that respect civil discourse and human dignity
So that everyone feels safe and welcome online.

Fight for the web
So the web remains open and a global public resource for people everywhere, now and in the future.

Internet Explorer is dead

source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:BrowserUsageShare.png

Internet Explorer was late for supporting HTML5 and WebGL, etc.
It caused the death of Internet Explorer.

Internet Explorer is alive
Despite the decrease of IE usage, some
government site (like e-bidding system) still
require to use Internet Explorer.

source: http://www.e-bisc.go.jp/pdf/settei/accepter_settei.pdf (in Japanese)

Wireless for IoT

Sigfox is rolling out the first global IoT network to listen to
billions of objects broadcasting data, without the need to
establish and maintain network connections. This unique
approach in the world of wireless connectivity, where there
is no signaling overhead, a compact and optimized protocol,
and where objects are not attached to the network. Sigfox
offers a software based communications solution, where all
the network and computing complexity is managed in the
Cloud, rather than on the devices. All that together, it
drastically reduces energy consumption and costs of
connected devices.
NB-IoT significantly improves the power consumption of
user devices, system capacity and spectrum efficiency,
especially in deep coverage. Battery life of more than 10
years can be supported for a wide range of use cases.

source: https://www.sigfox.com/en/sigfox-iot-technology-overview
https://www.gsma.com/iot/nb-iot-logo-download-pack/

The Internet of Things deliver the data

Unlock the power of data with AI and IoT to innovate asset management, optimize real
estate and facilities, improve software and systems engineering, and advance your
digital transformation.
source: https://www.ibm.com/internet-of-things

Non-IP Data Delivery (NIDD)

NIDD(Non-IP Data Delivery) is a new technology that enables users to transmit data to
IoT devices without allocating an IP address. By not using an Internet protocol in
transmission, the risk of being subjected to a malicious attack targeting an IoT device is
low, making it possible to build a highly secure network.

source: https://www.softbank.jp/en/corp/news/press/sbkk/2018/20180928_01/

Cisco predicts nearly 5 zettabytes of IP traffic per year by
2022

The majority of countries still have significantly higher growth rates for mobile than for
fixed.
(source: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/white-paper-c11741490.html)

Netflix Eats Up 15% of All Internet Downstream Traffic Worldwide

Globally, IP video traffic will be 82 percent of all IP traffic (both business and consumer) by 2022, up from 75
percent in 2017. Global IP video traffic will grow four-fold from 2017 to 2022, a CAGR of 29 percent. Internet video
traffic will grow fourfold from 2017 to 2022, a CAGR of 33 percent.
source: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/white-paper-c11-741490.html

Network neutrality
Network neutrality—the idea that Internet service providers (ISPs) should treat all data
that travels over their networks fairly, without improper discrimination in favor of
particular apps, sites or services—is a principle that must be upheld to protect the future
of our open Internet. It's a principle that's faced many threats over the years, such as
ISPs forging packets to tamper with certain kinds of traffic or slowing down or even
outright blocking protocols or applications.
In 2010, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) attempted to combat these
threats with a set of Open Internet rules. But its efforts were full of legal and practical
holes. In 2014, after a legal challenge from Verizon, those rules were overturned, and
the FCC set about drafting a new set of rules better suited to the challenge.
Source: EFF

How Google Tracks Your Personal Information
Here is a complete checklist of everything Google
knows about you—thereby all the ways you’re
tracked—as of December 2018:
• Your age
• Your income
• Your gender
• Your parental status
• Your relationship status
• Your browsing history
• Your device (phone, tablet, desktop, TV)
• Your physical location

For as long as you’ve been using Google, Google has been
building a “citizen profile” on you.
source: https://about.google/int/en
source: https://medium.com/s/story/the-complete-unauthorized-checklist-of-how-google-tracks-you-3c3abc10781d

Personal information on social media

'Facebook will never sell your information without consent.' That is the impression
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg was keen to give during a 2009 interview, but events
in recent weeks suggest that was not the whole story...
source:https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5553573/Facebook-never-sell-information-says-Mark-Zuckerberg-2009.html

Do Not Track

source: https://donottrack-doc.com/en/intro/

It lets users indicate whether they would prefer privacy rather than personalized content.
source: https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/Headers/DNT

The Do Not Track option that’s built into most browsers today falls on the mostly
useless end of the spectrum. Hawley’s bill seeks to remedy this situation by establishing
the FTC as the enforcement authority and providing monetary penalties for violations
source: https://duo.com/decipher/do-not-track-act-would-give-users-more-power

Assignment 1: anatomy of the battle
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Choose one particular contentious topic which made a big
headline. Pick two articles from independent online media, in
English.
Describe 3 characteristics of the Internet that are completely
ignored in each article.
Describe your own analysis of the battle along with your
position. If you are an invited expert to speak on this topic,
what will be the key message you will deliver?
Format: PDF. 2 to 4 pages in writing. Include the original
articles and highlight relevant phrases as evidences.
Deadline: June 11 (Tue) 17:00, 2019
Submission: via e-mail
Language: both Japanese and English are acceptable
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